


the problem

The commercial property market is changing fast towards more high end, 
flexible workplaces. The property owners are adopting to the trend in a high 
pace. The need is to offer stylish, flexible and multi service work places to both 

existing tenants but also looking at new customer segments.

The problem is to meet customization and shorter lease time and at the same 
time re-decorate fast and cost efficient. There is always an abundance of cables 
that need to be hidden in some way and costly customer adaptions requiring 

re-installation by electrical installation companies.

the solution

Ochno enables buildings to quickly and affordably implement the next 
generation technology, that reduces energy consumption while creating an 
attractive and flexible workplace. Ochno Socket: A smart and small DC-outlet 
for efficient power supply and IoT connectivity, agnostic to any type of device. 
Opens up many options of how to integrate in office furniture with stylish 
design complementing the furniture as an accessory rather than a pain. Ochno 
Socket comes in steel, brass, copper or any other finish you need. Ochno 
Operated: A building and office cloud service for optimizing and managing 
power distribution, IT and lighting in energy efficient buildings. You only need 
one universal platform to steer everything with USB-C cable that is connected 
through the Ochno Socket, laptop, mobile, table top lamps, tablets, sensors, 

solar blinds, etc.



a smart building platform

Ochno Flexible Workplace: Ochno is addressing the new workplace trends 
requiring personalized experience with people first approach. Ochno Flexible 
Building: The target is property owners who today face shorter lease time and 
encounter more tenants who need customized solutions. Ochno Sustainable 
Building: The target is property owners aiming for sustainability through 

alternative energy sources and optimized efficiency.



vision

Any person should be able to buy an off the shelf product and set 
up a smart office or home environment and instantly monitor, 
steer and control all their connected devices in one simple system.

mission

Ochno’s mission is to become a key solution provider globally for 
providing a cable clean, plug and play infrastructure for all devices 
in buildings and be the leading universal system for monitoring, 
steering and controlling all connected devices in order to facilitate 

service offerings for its customers, based on collected data.
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